48	part II. General Principles
The referendum need not be confined to constitutional issues. Other
constitutions provide for the initiative—a device to enable the
electorate to instruct Parliament to proceed with a measure. Our
constitution does not find a place for any machinery of direct demo-
cracy, but the view that the party which has come into power after
a general election has a mandate from the electorate to implement by
legislation the whole of its election promises has been increasingly
urged of late. Equally any departure from the mandate is apt to be
criticised by the Opposition. There is danger in the doctrine of the
mandate, especially when election programmes are settled largely by
reference to the views endorsed by large gatherings at party political
conferences; it is the duty of a Government to govern and it can
hardly be the case that decisions on foreign relations or on the
elementary duty of maintaining order can only be taken with refer-
ence to action authorised beforehand by an electoral mandate,
Power gained and held by consent may well be stultified by too rigid
reliance on the mandate. Legislative supremacy is not shared with
the electorate. None the less, though the power exists, no Parlia-
ment, save in an emergency, would prolong its own life* and at
regular intervals the electorate exercises its political supremacy by
the choice of representatives. Parliament accordingly exercises Us
legislative supremacy with its responsibility to the electorate in mind,
History has shown that Parliament is always sensitive to public
opinion. Even in the eighteenth century when Parliament was not a
truly representative assembly, public opinion made itself felt in times
of national crisis, e.g. the dismissal of the Fox-North coalition and
the call to power of the younger Pitt. Experience of direet demo-
cracy shows that the voter when confronted by an isolated issue
on a referendum is slow to favour any change in the status quo,
Parliamentary government makes for more flexible government and
probably for truer and more effective concern for the public interest
of the community as a whole.

